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Report from the President and Executive Director
On behalf of the Board of Directors, we are very
pleased to present the 2015 Annual Report to
members of the Nova Scotia Physiotherapy
Association (NSPA).
It has been a busy and productive year. In
September, the NSPA welcomed its new Executive
Director, Patricia Connors. Patricia brings a unique
Alison McDonald,
combination of experience and education to the
Patricia Connors
President
Executive Director
role of Executive Director: 16 years’ experience in
health care as a physiotherapy assistant and
training through the Certified General Accountant program. Already we are reaping the benefits of her
knowledge of the physiotherapy profession, her energy and enthusiasm.
We are in the second year of the NSPA Strategic Plan, 2014-2018 which is built around 4 strategic
priorities: member recruitment, engagement and retention; public awareness; government relations
and advocacy; education and research support.
Member recruitment, engagement and retention:
In 2015, NSPA had a small drop in membership of 3 members, with our membership standing at 525. We
have been active in working with our student members to provide education through “lunch and learns”
and support. Our student engagement activities continue to pay off with 100% membership in 2015. In
2015 we supported PT and PTA students to attend Congress through bursaries, and we are looking
forward to continuing that process. Patricia also sits on the Professional Advisory Committee of the
Nova Scotia Community College (NSCC) PTA/OTA Program and we are working out ways to increase our
student engagement activities for the NSCC and Eastern College PTA/OTA.
Public Awareness:
In the PR Committee Report, and our Report Card, you will see that this has been a very active year,
using various media (radio, TV, event sponsorship, social media) to increase public awareness of
physiotherapy. At the AGM, you will hear more about our PR Strategic Plan for the upcoming year.
Government Relations and Advocacy:
In May 2015 Alison, on behalf of NSPA, met with the Honourable Leo Glavine. It was a good meeting,
highlighting the value of physiotherapy in our districts and provincial programs. We have been building
on that knowledge of the state of physiotherapy in Nova Scotia over the past year, incorporating
questions to get to the heart of our advocacy needs when we did our travelling town halls across the
province. To further support the advocacy efforts of NSPA and its members, we disseminated a request
for proposal (RFP) for the development of an advocacy strategic plan. The successful firm was Full
Picture Public Affairs. Clare O’Connor from Full Picture Public Affairs facilitated a workshop at our SemiAnnual General Meeting to help us chose our strategic priorities, incorporating information from the
town hall meetings. We will continue to build on this work, to develop an advocacy message. At the
AGM you will be hearing more about our Advocacy Strategy.
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Education and Research Support:
Congress 2015 was held in Halifax, and was extremely successful. NSPA funded a total of 33 bursaries to
members. We also held a professional development session in conjunction with last year’s AGM on “Emedia in the Practice of Physiotherapy: Embracing the Future.”
In this report you will find highlights from NSPA’s Committees, Sections and Districts and these will show
our progress on our Strategic Plan. The activities outlined in these reports reflect the work of dozens of
volunteers who spend significant personal time dedicated to advancing Association goals on behalf of all
members and the profession at large. We are grateful for their work on behalf of the profession and
thank them warmly for their commitment.
Thank you to each and every member for your support. We welcome your feedback on any of the
initiatives outlined in this report, and your suggestions for future priorities.
We look forward to hearing from you and working with you as we continue to follow through with
NSPA’s Strategic Plan.
Respectfully submitted,
Patricia Connors

Alison McDonald, PT
President

Patricia Connors, BSc
Executive Director

MISSION
The mission of the NSPA is to advance the profession of physiotherapy in order to improve the health and
wellness of Nova Scotians.
VISION
Physiotherapy is recognized as an essential healthcare profession that fosters evidence informed,
client-centered, collaborative care and leads in the promotion, improvement and maintenance of
mobility, physical fitness, health and wellbeing of Nova Scotians.
VALUES
NSPA values embody the spirit of the Association: Ethical, Respectful, Collaborative, Accessible,
Transparent, Innovative, Accountable, and Pro-active.
OBJECTIVES
In the spirit of collaboration NSPA will engage with a range of stakeholders including; members, clients,
consumers, government, regulators, academia, employers, professional and community organizations to
achieve its goals.
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Strategic Goal 1

Status

2015 Progress

Member recruitment, engagement and retention
•
•
•
•

5% increase in total membership
2% membership increase in public practice physiotherapy and PTAs
10% increase in member satisfaction (measured by satisfaction survey)
2% decrease in lapsed membership (collaboration with CPA)

Increase membership, with
an emphasis on the recruitment of public practice physiotherapists and physiotherapy assistants.

▪

NSPA membership (minus students)
▪

January 2015 = N=528

▪

January 2016 N=525

Decrease of 0.56%
Directly engage students and
new graduates in innovative
ways.

Goal Achieved

▪

Participated in the “Welcome and Welcome Back” wine and cheese reception
for new and returning students, organized by Dalhousie School of
Physiotherapy.

▪

Student Lunch & Membership Drive - September 2015; 50 students in
attendance

▪

Student Lunch and Learns
st

nd

st

nd

▪

1 and 2 year PT students - CPA Divisions - 80 students in
attendance (February 2015)

▪

1 and 2 year PT students - ED met with student leaders to plan
out future student engagement topics and strategy

▪

Personal Financial Planning (sponsored by RBC) - 2nd Years

▪

Presentation to Dalhousie University School of Physiotherapy 1st year class on
“Your Professional Association - Why Belong?”

▪

Student Research Day Lunch - sponsored by NSPA and the Atlantic branches of
CPA - June 2015

▪

Congress'15 Student bursaries were awarded to a PT and PTA student

▪

Annual Sponsor - Donna Myers Award. This award is given annually to a
physiotherapy student who is committed to learning, professionalism and
enthusiasm for the profession of physiotherapy. Skye Fisher was the 2015
award winner

▪

Sponsor - Dalhousie School of Physiotherapy year book

▪

NSPA Recent Graduate Prize– awarded to Mitchell Squarey

Goal not achieved

Goal in progress

Provide ways and means to
foster collaboration between
members and healthcare professionals.

Continue to provide exciting
volunteer opportunities to
engage members in the NSPA.

Goal Achieved

▪

Silver Sponsor - Dalhousie University School of Physiotherapy 50th Anniversary

▪

Supported the Nova Scotia College of Chiropractors in their first C3 series
professional development course on inter professional management of The
Shoulder. This support has turned into the opportunity to work with them on
future courses

▪

NSPA was invited to participate in the MSSU Council of Advisors and
Stakeholder’s engagement session in January. The Maritime SPOR SUPPORT Unit
(MSSU) is one of several SUPPORT Units across Canada, bringing health research
findings to life by helping to integrate them into patient care. The objectives of
the session were to help inform the MSSU on the issues and concerns of NS
health stakeholders have in delivering our mandate and what form of evidence
and data is required to address these issues

▪

Full complement of 12 directors on the Board of Directors in 2015

▪

Three standing committees are active with over 22 volunteers from across the
province as members

▪

Six Town Hall meetings held in Fall of 2015 in: the Annapolis Valley District,
North Central District, Bridgewater, Yarmouth, Halifax and Dartmouth

Goal not achieved

Goal in progress

Strategic Goal 2

Status

2014 Progress

Public Awareness
•
•
•
•

5% increase in Find-a-Physio website use
20% Increase in website log-ins
10% increase in revisits to website
10% increase in traffic to website from social media

Educate Nova Scotians on the
broad scope of physiotherapy
practice and specialties to enhance their health and wellbeing

"The Climb" - TV advertisement
▪
Aired on CTV in spring and fall of 2015
Remembrance Day - Radio advertisement▪
Aired in Halifax and Cape Breton
Organized “Ask the Experts” radio interview show on News 95-7 on the following topics
▪
“Running and walking - How to avoid injuries” featuring Craig Rigby and Niki Peterson, on
BlueNose Marathon Saturday
▪

“Physiotherapy in chronic pain management” featuring Barbara Adams and Joy Moore

▪

“Physiotherapy in the treatment of Obesity” featuring Dr. Gail Dechman and Jill Robison

Organized an article to be published in DoctorNS magazine
▪
Treating Persistent Postural Perceptual Dizziness written by Steven MacNeil and Susan
Ehler
SportsNS Sponsorship
▪
NSPA receives substantial coverage in print, TV and event ads/logo placement
Skate Canada National Skating Championship Event Sponsorship
NSPA had an advertisement in the program, signage at the event and sponsor tickets
to the event. A social media push was negotiated into this sponsorship with the
message: “Whether you are a seasoned athlete or a person who just wants to get
moving again … physiotherapy can help get you on the path to achieving your goals.”

Create a social awareness
campaign including the development of a new general
public micro-website

Expand use of social media increased presence on Facebook and Twitter

Goal Achieved

▪

NSPA ran a Social Media Contest through Facebook to help to develop a library of “stock”
photos that we can use for promoting the physiotherapy profession. Prizes were
awarded: 1st prize = $100 VISA Gift Card; 2nd prize = $50 VISA Gift Card; 3rd prize = $50
VISA Gift Card

▪

Maintaining our public-focused website www.keepNSmoving.ca

▪

NSPA has 364 Twitter followers (compared with 228 in 2014)

▪

NSPA has 660 "likes" on Facebook (compared with 589 in 2014)

Goal not achieved

Goal in progress

Strategic Goal 3

Status

2014 Progress

Government Relations and Advocacy
Develop an Advocacy Plan
•
•
•

Develop an Advocacy Tool Kit for NSPA members by December 2014
Complete 5 Advocacy 101 workshops
80% satisfaction in advocacy training supported by the NSPA

Actively engage and influence
government and stakeholders by participating in public consultations, committees
and working groups.

·
·
·
·
·
·

Establish train the trainer
program - Advocacy 101 supporting advocacy in the districts.

Prepare and distribute NSPA
Advocacy Tool Kit ready for all
members.
Educate decision makers
through the promotion of the
Valuing Physiotherapy documents and discussions.

Goal Achieved

NSPA attended WCB Strategic Planning Session
NSPA participated in the Nova Scotia Community Collage PTA
Advisory Committee
Met with the Honourable Leo Glavine, Minister of Health
Met with Kim Slauenwhite from the Arthritis Society- Nova Scotia
Division to discuss shared advocacy areas of focus
A Request for Proposals (RFP) to create an advocacy stegic plan
was written and tendered. The winning bid was from Clare
O’Connor, Full Picture Public Affairs
Met with the Nova Scotia Superintendent of Insurance, Deputy
Superintendent of Insurance and an insurance officer regarding
physiotherapy fees and forms included in the regulations for the
Automobile Insurance, Diagnostic and Treatment Protocols

·

Advocacy was the focus of the six Town Hall meetings held
throughout the province in the Fall of 2015

·

An advocacy workshop was delivered by Clare O’Connor, Full
Picture Public Affairs at the 2015 Semi-Annual Meeting (SAGM).
This also included a brainstorming session on our strategic advocacy
priorities

·

Advocacy Strategic planning is underway, taking the information
gathered in the Town Hall meetings, and the priorities developed at
the SAGM to help develop this plan

·

Develop an Advocacy Tool Kit for NSPA members by December
2014- not achieved but this advocacy toolkit is in the predevelopment phase

·

Met with the Minister of Health, the Honorable Leo Glavine on June
24, 2015 to discuss the role of physiotherapy in the Nova Scotia
healthcare system. Valuing Physiotherapy documents and data
were shared with the Minister

Goal not achieved

Goal in progress

Strategic Goal 4

Status

2014 Progress

Educational and Research Support
•
•
•
•
•

2 member surveys to determine what courses are needed/wanted by members
Establish a centralised professional development calendar by July 2014
15% increase in the number of courses offered by NSPA
15% increase in research bursary applications
20% increase in course satisfaction
·

Provide professional development opportunities to improve physiotherapists' clinical
skills and promote specialization.

·
·
·
·
·

Over 35 professional development opportunities for NSPA members
posted on the NSPA website in 2015
Congress ’15 Bursaries- 5 bursary options were awarded to NSPA members. A
total of 33 bursaries were given to members.
Professional development session held in conjunction with the AGM, on “E”

Media in the practice of Physiotherapy: Embracing the Future.

A member survey to determine what cources are needed/wanted by members
was done at the 2015 AGM.
Congress in 2015 was held in Halifax and was very successful
A number of Board members were involved in various Congress Planning
Committees for Congress’15.

Support and promote clinical
research in partnership with
the Dalhousie School of Physiotherapy.

·

Not achieved as of yet

Provide and promote the
NSPA research bursary

·

NSPA Awards Committee advertised the bursary through multiple e-blasts and

Collaborate and support district professional development courses and programs.
Create a centralized professional development calendar
displaying courses hosted by
the NSPA and districts.

Goal Achieved

on the NSPA website
·

Received 2 applicants for the NSPA Research Bursary this year.

·

NSPA committed to allocate fnancial resources to Districts
professional development opportunities

·

In progress

Goal not achieved

Goal in progress

for

Awards Committee Annual Report
For the period of January to December 2015
The Awards Committee has continued to meet 3 - 4 X annually, once face to face, the other meetings
were by teleconference; with email discussion in between. Our task continues to be to assist any
member that wishes to put forth a nomination for a national award and to award the NSPA Awards. The
committee has had some changes this past year - Gail Wainwright stepped down when she retired,
Andrea Marcantonio stepped down due to family commitments and Co-Chair Tanya Dutton finished her
term on the NSPA Board of Directors in April 2015 and Cherie Clarke was Co-Chair from April 2015- Feb
2016.We have had two new members join us after the member E-blast in February-Sarah Gaudry and
Erinn Davidson. At present we have 5 members on the Committee, I will be stepping down in April, so
our committee would benefit with two new members.
The website information for awards applications and names of new award winners continues to be
updated. E-blasts were created and distributed to the membership in 2015 encouraging the
membership to apply for the NSPA Congress '15 Bursary Program, to apply for the NSPA Recent
Graduate Prize and to nominate their peers for NSPA and CPA awards.
The NSPA created a one-time program to allow more of our members to experience Congress when it
was held in Halifax in June 2015. The NSPA Congress '15 Bursary Program was very successful, engaging
many of our members by allowing members to attend Congress who may not have attended otherwise.
NSPA Award recipients for 2015 were - Kathy -Anne Woodford was awarded the 2015 Award of
Excellence; Kate Grosweiner and Alissa Decker shared the 2015 NSPA Congress Bursary for Association
Volunteers, Mitchell Squarey For the 2015 Recent Graduate Prize.
CPA Award recipient for the 2015 Life Membership Award was Jane Cameron, she received her award at
Congress in Halifax.
For 2016 there have been two nominations submitted on behalf of the NSPA Awards Committee to CPA;
one for the 2016 Mentorship Award and one for 2016 Clinical Education Award. The winner for the
NSPA Award of Excellence, the winners of the Congress Bursary for Association Volunteers and the
winner of the Clinical Research Bursary will be announced at the 2016 AGM in April.
Submitted by Sharon Mailman | Chair, Awards Committee

Committee Members:
Sharon Mailman
Barbara Morrison
Carolyn King
Sarah Gaudry
Erinn Davidson
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Professional Development Committee Annual Report
For the period of January to December 2015
The Professional Development Committee is responsible for identifying, developing,
co-ordinating and promoting relevant educational opportunities for members of the Nova Scotia
Physiotherapy Association (NSPA). This includes liaising with the Canadian Physiotherapy
Association on matters related to professional development.
Katherine Harman was asked to present on learning to use behaviour change techniques to enhance
patient outcomes at the AGM. Plans are underway to have 3-4 webinars in 2016. The first speaker will
be Dr Anita Atkinson on concussion. This will be later this spring. The committee is hoping to assist local
physiotherapists in hosting a course in Yarmouth and Sydney this year as physiotherapists in those areas
often have a long distance to travel for educational opportunities. A one day course has been set for
Yarmouth area on Thoracic spine assessment and treatment by Jill Robinson. Daryl Yardley from the
national Private Practice Division has agreed to come to Nova Scotia to host an evening course on
“Growing your Private Practice Business” and a one day course on Business 101: What physiotherapists
who are interested in opening a clinic need to know. This will be in the fall of 2016 (date TBA). Another
course that will occur is Rehabilitation in Parkinson’s disease likely in Oct, 2016. The final dates and
course registrations are being finalized and the information on these 3 courses will be available soon. If
you have a topic you would like to see a course on or would like to partner with NSPA to host a course
please contact Crystal Cameron.
Chair: Crystal Cameron (john.crystal@ns.sympatico.ca)
Committee Members:
Gail Creaser
Lisa Croft
Carolyn Judd
Barb Kelly
Andrea McAllister
Alison McDonald
Agnes Madsen
Cheri Clarke has just resigned from the profession development committee and we would like to thank
her for her work over the last few years. We would like to have a new member form the Cape Brenton
area so if you are willing or know of someone who would be an asset to the committee please contact
us.
Submitted by Crystal Cameron | Chair |PD Committee
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Public Relations Committee Annual Report
For the period of January 2015- February 2016

The PR committee has reviewed our past efforts, and we have a good idea of what has worked well,
what we want to continue with and how we will expand our PR campaign in 2016 to increase public
awareness of physiotherapy.
In May 2015, we launched the “Ask the Experts” series which hit the radio (News 95.7 FM) in Halifax and
Cape Breton in honour of Physiotherapy month. This meant lots of promotion throughout each week
leading up to interviews which took place on three different weekends. Topics and speakers included:
Prevention and Treatment of Running and Walking Injuries on the Saturday of the Bluenose Marathon
(Craig Rigby and Niki Peterson), Chronic Pain (Joy Moore and Barbara Adams) and Health Issues Related
to Obesity (Dr. Gail Dechman and Jill Robison). Thank you to our wonderful guest speakers - you helped
us get the word out about physiotherapy and what our profession has to offer! We will be continuing to
build a database of potential speakers and experts on physiotherapy topics. If you have a particular topic
you feel strongly about and what to share with the public, we would love to hear from you!
Also on the radio, in November 2015, a physiotherapy-related Remembrance Day message was run. In
reviewing this PR action, the Committee members thought that this advertisement was expensive and
the message did not maximize the public’s awareness of the scope and/or benefits of physiotherapy. For
those reasons, we will be discontinuing this ad in 2016.
On TV, the popular “The Climb” video was aired in May and October 2015. We also ran a Season’s
Greetings from NSPA video on CTV throughout the month of December. We plan to continue to air “The
Climb” in 2016 and are also looking into the possibility of another advertisement. Some other Canadian
Physiotherapy Association Branches are creating videos and these branches are generous in sharing
what they develop. We will be liaising with the other provinces to see if there is another video we can
customize to use in Nova Scotia. So watch your screens!
We have continued with the sponsorship of Sport NS and through this get great recognition in the
newspaper and at their events. This year we successfully submitted an NSPA team to the Corporate
games in November. The team was led by student board members Piaf Des Rosiers and Daniel Muise,
and composed of many of our student members. As well as being fun, it provided good exposure and a
great representation of the NSPA. NSPA also sponsors Run Nova Scotia, and the committee members
are working on how we can increase the benefits of this partnership.
In January 2016, NSPA was a proud sponsor of the 2016 Canadian Tire National Skating Championship
held in Halifax at the Scotiabank Centre. Our sponsorship package included event partner/supplier
designation, website logo/link on the event specific website/webpages, logo identification on the local
sponsor signage pieces, acknowledgement in the event program, acknowledgement in the post-event
thank you ad, a 1/2 page colour ad in the event program and social media posts.
In February 2016, the doctorsNS magazine published an article by Steven MacNeil and Susan Ehler on
Treating Persistent Postural Perceptual Dizziness. Take a look at the article:
http://www.doctorsns.com/site/media/3dIssue/doctorsns-february2016/files/29.html Thanks to Steven
and Sue for submitting this article on behalf of our physiotherapy community.
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Committee members, Jessie Roy and Heather Pothier have been managing and amping up our social
media presence. Alison has also been tweeting for NSPA. Our social media presence has grown. At the
time of writing this report, NSPA has grown to 364 followers. In the month of February, our Tweets
earned 1.7K impressions, with the most when we Tweeted out the link to the article on Persistent
Postural Perceptual Dizziness that was published in the DoctorsNS newsmagazine. This was followed by
the Tweet announcement of our Social Media contest on Facebook. Our Facebook page has 660 Likes
which has increased over the past year.
Jessie and Heather have also organized our Facebook Contest to help the PR Committee develop a
library of “stock” photos that we can use for promoting the physiotherapy profession. We offered
prizes: 1st prize, $100 VISA Gift Card; 2nd prize $50 VISA Gift Card; and 3rd prize $25 VISA Gift Card.
In March, the PR Committee is planning a Tweet Chat on the topic of arthritis, as the incidence of
arthritis is almost is higher than the national average.
The PR committee is meeting again just before the AGM, so we will have more information on the PR
Strategic Plan then. We look forward to discussing this with you as we mingle throughout the AGM.
PR Committee members: Jessie Roy, Rob MacDonald, Heather Pothier, Mitchell Squarey, Jesse Robson,
Daphne London, Ainsley Mullen. Many thanks for their energy, creativity and dedication!
Respectfully submitted,
Alison M McDonald and Catherine Crocker
Co-chairs,
NSPA PR Committee
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NSPA Student Representative Report
Member recruitment, engagement and retention activities:
This year has been productive in regards to student engagement! Our newest
focus has been the development of concrete plans for use in future years,
making best use of feedback provided by students. The ultimate purpose of
this planning is to increase consistency and ease of implementation of student
initiatives as well as to improve retention of students post-graduation.
In order to facilitate successful creation of these concrete plans, a task force
was developed, composed of the NSPA student representatives as well as the Dalhousie University
student representatives for the National Student Association (NSA). The goal will be to continue
collaboration between the NSPA and the NSA student representatives in the years to come.
Public awareness activities:
Awareness of the NSPA was fostered through submission of a student team for participation in the Sport
NS Corporate games.
Education and research support activities:
Initiatives specific to first year students:
o Branch president presentation to first year class (role of NSPA) in conjunction with
NS College of PTs
o PTA role education session
Initiatives specific to second year students:
o Course work: peer-instructed sessions relating to benefits of continued NSPA
membership
o Congress travel bursaries: three second year students in the MSc(PT) program
expressed interest in attending the 2016 CPA congress in Victoria. Along with
contributions from the School of Physiotherapy, some financial support was
provided to each of these students
o Research day lunch sponsorship
Joint education engagement initiatives
o Member recruitment drive (meet and greet)
o Lunch and learn sessions relating to: (1) CPA divisions and (2) “Thinking outside the
box” – focus on community PT
o NSPA AGM + Job fair
Respectfully Submitted by,
Piaf Des Rosiers: Second year student representative & Daniel Muise: First year student representative
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Annapolis Valley District Annual Report
For the period of January to December 2015
The Annapolis Valley District continues to be a dynamic district with 55 physiotherapist and PTA
members. With respect to the goals and strategic initiatives identified by the NSPA, here is what we
have accomplished in 2015 and what we have planned for 2016.
Member recruitment, engagement and retention activities.
Speakers during our general meetings in the past year included colleagues Tyla Burnett, OT, presenting
on Heart Math, Kelly Ross, OT, presenting on Dupytren’s and Aaron Lake, PT, presenting on highlights
from the Teepa Snow “Dementia and the Caregiver” course.
Education sessions organised by the AVD are open to all health care professionals. Dr. Nadia Murphy
presented on Arthroplasty and Obesity with Ashley Hancock, PT, and Kelly Ross, OT, providing
information on a rehabilitation perspective. Pharmacist Walter Seto and Hannah Gates, a 4th year
pharmacy student, spoke about “Medications and Falls Prevention” and “Purpose and Pitfalls of
Common Medication Use in the Elderly”, respectively.
The AVD will be providing a selection of archived CPA webinars in a multidisciplinary group setting to
encourage discussion of practice issues.
Public awareness activities.
The Tools for Life Event held at Horton High School in October 2015 was an opportunity to present
topical information on falls prevention to the public. A colorful three panel display titled “Anyone Can
Fall … Are You at Risk?” was supplemented with handouts.
During National Physiotherapy Month 2016 the AVD plans to roll out Kings Physiotherapy Clinic’s
successful “Get Caught” (in physical activity) Campaign throughout the Annapolis Valley.
Education and research support activities.
Two $250 member education prizes were awarded, a $500 donation was made to the CPA’s PFC fund
and a $500 bursary was provided to a graduating physiotherapy student at Dalhousie University in 2015.
Two courses are in the early planning stages for the fall/winter of 2016. Jack Miller will provide a NAGS,
SNAGS and MWMS course and Bernard Tonks a vestibular course.
An education day is being organized by the AVD and local members of the NSNU. It will be open to all
health care professionals and is being planned for June 2016 with speakers from various specialties.
Current executive:
District President – Agnes Madsen
District Secretary – Katie Myatt
District Treasurer – Melissa Downing
Chair Education Committee – Agnes Madsen
Chair NPM Committee – Monique Comeau
I would like to acknowledge the executive, AVD members and non-members who volunteer their time
and enthusiasm to our activities. Thank you!
Respectfully submitted by Agnes Madsen
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North Central District Annual Report
For the period of January to December 2015

North central district continues to meet 3-4 times a year. We have had a very busy year since the AGM.
Member recruitment, engagement and retention: Our main goal in this activity is to provide local/
economical educational activities for our members as well as keep members informed of the activities in
the NSPA. We want to give our members a value for being members of CPA that they can see locally.
This year there are 9 new members in our division and most members that are no longer in our division
have moved from the area.
Public awareness activities: members have been active in several promotional activities such as
volunteering at several sporting events in the district, and for such organizations as Special Olympics and
sledge skating. We do struggle with overall promotion of physiotherapist as several of our departments
are struggling with staff shortages and therefore we have some long wait lists. It is a bit of an ethical
dilemma to promote the profession and then when clients seek the service to tell them they must wait
several months to access the service.
Government relations and advocacy: This is not a high priority of our district but we do participate in a
Town Hall in each year with NSPA and provide input into concerns that we would appreciate NSPA
addressing.
Education and research support activities: This is of high priority in our district. In April we offered a
Gait Analysis course with Barb Kelly and Gail Creaser as instructors. We had such a great response to
this course that we ran it again in May and a total of 31 of our local members attended these courses. In
Nov we hosted a Musculoskeletal Imbalance Course, (upper) with Suzy Cornbleet from the University of
Washington as the instructor. We had 15 of our NC NSPA members attend this course as well as 8
physiotherapists from other parts of Nova Scotia. Latter in Nov we had an Ortho Symposium with 3 of
our local surgeons presenting as well as a staff member from a bracing company. 31 of our members
attended this education session. This is also when we had our town hall meeting. Both the gait course
and ortho symposium were free to our local members and the MSI course was done at a reduced rate.
We find by joining our meeting with educational sessions we get great attendance. Plans are underway
for educational opportunities in 2016.
Current Executive:
President: Crystal Cameron
Vic president: Vacant
Secretary: Michelle Colton
Treasurer: Tracy Davison
Education committee: Ainsley Mullin and Eve MacDonald-Gill
Respectfully Submitted, Crystal Cameron, President, NC NSPA
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Orthopaedic Division Annual Report
For the period of January to December 2015

The present NSOS executive includes myself as chair, Alison Beaton as treasurer, Leigh Hepditch as Vice
Chair, David Evans as secretary, and both Joline Boudreau and Jennifer Wade as PODCRs. We continue
to run Orthopeadic Division and special interest courses September to May. In 2015 courses included LII
upper and lower, LIII upper and lower and LIV courses. Halifax hosted Congress 2015 and we enjoyed
several pre and post congress courses with that. We have had to cancel a L1 course and a TMD course
this year due to low registration numbers. In 2016 we have Level I, II, III, and V planned. We also have a
Myofascial Release course, Mobilization with Movement, and a Manipulation Refresher. We are also in
the process of booking the Noi group for a course in Mobilization of the Neuroimmune System.
In an effort to reach greater numbers of members around NS during our meetings we have set up a
private YouTube channel and have posted videos of speakers. We also email speakers PP slides at the
request of our members. We have tried adding an additional 1-2 speakers per year, and have found this
to be successful so we continue to do this. Our speakers have included Dr Wong about arthroscopic hip
and shoulder procedures and post-operative rehabilitation and Dr Koshi on diagnosis and treatment of
spinal pain, a local dentist to talk about TMD, and most recently at our SAGM we took the entire group
to the new research lab at Dalhousie University. We had a tour of the facility and new gait research lab
and had short presentations on current research underway from several researchers from both
Dalhousie and Acadia Universities. Lastly, at our recent spring AGM we recruited new members and lost
an old member to a move to the UK and one from “retirement” after serving for 8 years.
Moving forward my goal is to have more contact with other sections in an effort to align our thought
process and efforts. Several groups in the West offer more guidance to new instructors to the
orthopaedic courses with initiatives such as sharing research they are using in their teaching as well as
resources to help new instructors We have also spent some time figuring out the logistics of charging
HST/GST in 2016. We are also working on a budget to allow us to send a few executive members to
IFOMPT in Glasgow in 2016.
Regards,
Anita Connors, PT
FCAMPT
NSOS Chair
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Nova Scotia Section of Sport Physiotherapy Canada
For the period of January to December 2015

Contact Information
SPC-NS chairperson can always be reached for any questions, concerns or suggestions at the central
email for the NS division at: novascotia@sportphysio.ca.
News from National
Our website has now done it’s soft launch and is going really well! It is very user friendly and contains far
more information and all application processes that the old website did not.
Continuing education
Our education coordinator is working with national to create a schedule of courses that will happen
annually in Nova Scotia. These will include the Sport First Responder course every fall and a taping and
protective equipment course each winter/spring. We offered the Taping and Protective Equipment
course in February of 2016, but unfortunately did not have enough participants. We are also working to
bring an exercise prescription course to Nova Scotia this coming year and doing a survey to determine
members needs and wishes in this area.
We started a speaker series in March of this year. Bryce Tully, a mental performance consultant, was our
first speaker and discussed returning to sport during/post injury. We had a great turnout with over 20
physiotherapists and students attend and the talk was excellent. Every few months we will host and
event that has a speaker from different professions come and speak on different topics surrounding
injury prevention and return to sport. We welcome all members and non members alike!
We continue to have physiotherapists each year from Nova Scotia complete their credentials in Sport
Physiotherapy. We are proud to announce our newest Certificate in Sport Physiotherapy holders,
Mitchell Squarey and Meredith Waisman who did their exams in May of 2015!!! We have 2 -3 more
physiotherapists preparing for their exams this year!
Communications
We are proud to say that SPC-NS twitter account (@SportPhysioNS) and Facebook page are continuously
growing. Upcoming courses and important information are posted regularly. National has tailored
monthly e-blasts to be province/area specific. We will also be hosting our regular meetings and Speaker
Series events via Zoom online meeting to enable our more rural members regular access to these
events.
Interaction with Students
SPC-NS has continued to foster better ties with students and offer opportunities for mentorship in event
coverage. A pizza lunch is held during Sports Week at Dal every year with power point session regarding
SPC, event coverage and the credential program. In 2015 we added a successful Q&A session to this
lunch and learn and continued this in 2016.
In 2016 we are also adding a Student Merit Award for second year students interested in, and who have
participated in sports coverage. All applicants meeting the application criteria receive a free
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membership to SPC for their first year post graduation and one applicant will win the award along with
200$.
Mentorship program
SPC-NS ran the mentorship program matching experienced physiotherapists with novice therapists
during the Hockey Nova Scotia (HNS) High Performance Program for the sixth time in 2015. Four
physiotherapists acted as mentors for the four trainers (physiotherapists, chiropractors and students)
associated with the teams; the program will run again in 2016 with 3 mentors and 4 trainers. This
program was highlighted in the national SPC e-blasts. We plan to help other provinces create similar
programs and model it with other sport organizations in the province.
Growth
In 2015 SPC-NS took part in providing medical coverage at the Cheer Expo in Halifax. We made an
impact there and were asked to not only participate again in 2016, but to be the sole provider of
medical coverage for this event. We had a great turn out of qualified therapists and interested students
who came to shadow. We look forward to being part of this event on an annual basis.
We have also been in contact with the Nova Scotia School Athletic Federation to start building a
relationship with them and to promote the role of physiotherapy in the community and to create more
mentoring opportunities for physiotherapy students.
Chairperson
Events
Education
Member Development
Communications & Marketing
Secretary/Treasurer
Student Representatives

Julie Squarey
Meredith Waisman
Robyn Spencer
Amie Lee
Mitchell Squarey
David Evans
Korede Akindoju (2nd yr) & Matthew Kelly(1st yr)

Submitted by Julie Squarey | Chair |NS Section-SPC
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Treasurer's Report
NSPA 2015 Financial Statements
For the financial period ending December 31, 2015

In keeping with CPA’s financial requirements for components, the NSPA’s 2015 financial statements were
compiled by BDO Canada in February 2015. The compiled financial statement appears on the following
pages.
Explanatory Notes
Balance Sheet

NSPA had assets of just over $202,322.00 at the end of 2015. This amount is up $36,846
from the end of last year. Of this, $20,000 has been identified as a special fund for
strategic initiatives, $50,782 is membership revenue deferred to 2016, $25,000 is set
aside as a sinking fund, and $84,919 is accumulated unrestricted surplus.

Revenue

In 2015 approximately 67% NSPA’s revenue consisted of membership dues. The second
contributor to the Association’s revenue, at approximately 21%, was the NSPPD. This
number is up considerably from last year. Normally, the Private Practice Division pays the
NSPA in return for staffing and office services, and joint public relations initiatives. They
did so this year, but also made the decision to dissolve and in doing so, gave the NSPA
their remaining funds with the expectation that private practice initiates be undertaken
within NSPA activities. Sponsorship and advertising made up the remainder of revenue
for 2015.

Expenses

Expenses are captured under five broad categories.
▪ Banking, Insurance and Legal includes the Association’s Directors & Officers
liability coverage, as well as fees for the annual financial compilation and bank
fees. There were no legal expenses in 2014.
Meetings & Stakeholder Relations includes teleconference and other meeting
▪
expenses, Town Halls, NSPA’s share of the Branch Presidents’ Forum cost-sharing,
expenses related to Congress and other CPA meeting attendance, AGM expenses,
and payments made to the Association’s two active Districts. This amount is up
approximately $5,000 from last year due to the multiple bursaries given out for
members to attend Congress in Halifax.
▪ Member Recruitment & Retention includes support for student engagement
activities, NSPA’s awards program, administration fees paid to CPA for
membership processing, and expenditures incurred for hosting member
education and events other than the AGM.
▪
Office & Staffing includes the Executive Director’s contract, office administration
and supplies expenses.
▪
Public Relations and Marketing includes advertising and promotional expenses.
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Net Surplus/Loss

NSPA had excess of revenue/expense at end of year of $22,165.
accumulated unrestricted surplus, at end of year of $84,919.

NSPA had an

The surplus is large but it can be attributed to being without an Executive Director for
approximately a month this year and for a few months in each of the past couple years. A
number of initiatives have been put in place for 2016 to allocate funds from the
accumulated surplus to provide enhanced opportunities and services for members.
Investments

NSPA maintains an interest-bearing ING Business Savings account.

Special Funds

NSPA set aside $20,000 of its surplus funds in for Strategic Initiatives in future years.
None of the Strategic Initiative Fund was used in 2015. Therefore there was no need to
contribute additional funds to the Strategic Initiatives Fund at the end of the year.

Respectfully submitted
Catherine Crocker
NSPA Treasurer

Alison McDonald
NSPA President
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NSPA Volunteers
Thanks are extended to the Board, Committee, Section and District volunteers who contributed their time
and energies to bring value to NSPA members.
Board of Directors
Alison McDonald, President
Barbara Kelly, Secretary
Catherine Crocker, Treasurer
Crystal Cameron
Cherie Clarke
Sharon Mailman

Moire McLellan
Joy Moore
Heather Pothier
Mitchell Squarey
Piaf Des Rosiers – 2nd yr rep
Daniel Muise- 1st yr rep

Awards Committee
Sharon Mailman
Carolyn King
Barb Morrison

Erinn Davidson
Sarah Gaudry

Professional Development
Crystal Cameron

Gail Creaser
Lisa Croft
Carolyn Judd

Barbara Kelly
Andrea McAllister
Alison McDonald
Agnes Madsen

Public Relations
Catherine Crocker
Alison McDonald
Daphne London
Ainsley Mullin
Heather Pothier

Rob MacDonald
Jessica Roy
Jesse Robson
Mitchell Squarey

Annapolis Valley District
Agnes Madsen
Monique Comeau
North Central District
Crystal Cameron
Michelle Colton
Tracy Davison

Melissa Downing
Katie Myatt

Eve MacDonald-Gill
Ainsley Mullin
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Nova Scotia Sports Division
Julie Squarey
Meredith Waisman
Robyn Spencer
Amie Lee

Mitchell Squarey
David Evans
Korede Akimdoju
Matthew Kelly

Orthopaedic Division
Anita Connors
Alison Beaton
Joline Boudreau

David Evans
Leigh Hepditch
Jennifer Wade
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facebook.com/NSPhysioAssoc

twitter.com/#!/NSPhysio

Nova Scotia Physiotherapy Association
PO Box 33013 Quinpool Center, Halifax, NS B3L 4T6
info@physiotherapyns.ca
902-409-2619
www.physiotherapyns.ca
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